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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT.WOOD BUFFALO NATIONAL PARK SUNSET

MELLOW THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The sun

is setting over the horizon of Wood Buffalo National Park.

A heard of Buffalo are grazing in the grassy fields, while

some of the baby buffaloes are starting to fall asleep.

A group of VISITORS are looking at the buffaloes in the

distance. Then suddenly they here a RUMBLING coming towards

them.

The grassy fields of the national park are SHAKING, causing

the buffaloes to run away for safety.

The visitors look worried and suddenly the grassy fields

BREAK OPEN, and RED LIGHT comes out from the ground.

The Visitors SCREAM in fear and run away for safety. A

SHADOWY FIGURE ROCKETS out from the open ground and ZOOMS

into the distance.

The Shadowy Figure lands on the ground in front of the

visitors, causing the ground to SHAKE, and the BIRDS FLY out

of the tree and fly into the sky.

The Shadowy Figure walks out of the shadows to revel to be a

G.M.F MOUNTIE, with RAGING RED ENERGY coming out of his body

and FOAM coming out from his mouth.

VISITOR 1

A Mountie came out from the ground?

VISITOR 2

Looks like it.

VISITOR 3

I know, but why is he having raging

energy coming out from his body,

and his mouth is foaming?

G.M.F MOUNTIE

(angry)

Don’t worry everyone, I’m here to

save you.

(CONTINUED)
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VISITOR 1

If you are here to save us, why are

you angry?

G.M.F MOUNTIE

(angry)

It’s my duty to serve and protect

you guys, now come with me if you

want to live.

The Visitors run away from the G.M.F Mountie and down the

trial.

CUT TO

EXT.WOOD BNATIONAL PARK RANGER STATION

The Visitors run pass the ranger station. THe PARK RANGERS a

male and a female come out from the ranger station with

confuse looks on their faces.

MALE PARK RANGER

(confused)

Why are the guest running in fear?

FEMALE PARK RANGER

(confuse)

Is it another buffalo stampede?

MALE PARK RANGER

(freaks out)

Nope, it’s that.

The park rangers run away in fear, as the G.M.F Mountie

throws a punch down onto the ranger station DESTROYING it

into pieces.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL STATUE DAYTIME THE NEXT

DAY

HAPPY MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day at

Edmonton Central high school, Harvey, Darcy and James are

sitting around the statue doing their homework.

(CONTINUED)
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Darcy is chewing on her pencil thinking about the question

on her homework.

HARVEY STONE

You know Darcy, if your hungry, I

got a chocolate bar you can have.

DARCY DILLIANS

(mad)

It’s not that, it’s this science

question. How many nerves are in

the human body.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Over 7 trillion.

HARVEY STONE

Jim has a point. And somehow I can

sense people’s nerves.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

You can eh?

HARVEY STONE

Totally. My powers can allow me to

sense peoples’ electricity from

their nerve systems. Like Olivia

for example, she’s coming out from

behind that corner.

Then Olivia walks out from behind the corner, and walks up

to Harvey and friends.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(bored)

How do you know that I was coming

out from behind that corner?

HARVEY STONE

Uh...It was a hunch.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Works for me eh.

Olivia walks away from Harvey and friends with a smile on

her face, while she is blushing with joy.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

(smiles)

Oh I can’t believe Harvey notice me

without even knowing it. I knew he

loves me.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Harvey’s phone RINGS. He takes it out from his

pocket and puts it up against his ear.

HARVEY STONE

(into his phone)

Hello? Oh Hey Master Mountie. Oh

hold on let me put you on speaker.

Harvey presses on his phone and puts it on speaker.

MASTER MOUNTIE (V.O)

(Harvey’s phone)

Hello Junior Mounties, I am calling

you for a mission, only 1 of you

can do.

HARVEY STONE

1 of us eh? But why?

MASTER MOUNTIE (V.O)

(Harvey’s phone)

Because I don’t want to risk any

other junior Mounties to do it. Now

speaking of Mounties, this is what

the mission is about. There are a

number of cases of Mounties acting

very strange.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What are they acting like?

MASTER MOUNTIE (V.O)

(Harvey’s phone)

They developed incredible strength,

speed, durability and their skin

turns red and red energy comes out

from their bodies.

DARCY DILLIANS

I think that’s something out from a

sci fi horror movie.

HARVEY STONE

Well, in that case I’ll go on the

mission.

MASTER MOUNTIE (V.O)

It’s settled then, Harvey you will

stop by at the laboratory first,

then head to Thunder Bay to

investigate other strange Mountie

behaviors.

Harvey turns off his phones and stands up from the statue.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

(smiles )

Well then I will see you guys

later.

Harvey walks down the hall and out through the front

entrance.Olivia turns her head out from the corner while her

forehead is SWEATING with nervousness.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

(nervous)

Oh man Harvey’s going already, but

my heart wants me to follow him.

What should I do, follow him where

he goes or go and study? I shall

follow him, he’s a hunk.

Olivia runs after Harvey with excitement. Rupert walks to

the statue while talking on his phone.

RUPERT SKYLAR

(into his phone)

Oh really mom, do I have too?...OK

fine I can see what I can do. OK

eh, bye.

Rupert PRESSES on his phone making it BEEP and puts it into

his pocket.

RUPERT SKYLAR

(upset)

Oh man.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What’s wrong?

RUPERT SKYLAR

ITS NOTHING NERD!!!

DARCY DILLIANS

He just asked you a simple

question. What’s wrong.

RUPERT SKYLAR

OK fine I’ll tell you. I have a

chess tournament tonight at

Edmonton North, and then I got a

call from my mom that I have a

football game tonight too. Now what

I am suppose to do?

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

(smiles)

Hey I got an idea, how about Jim

fills in for you at your chess

game, while you go play football.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

How are you going to do that?

DARCY DILLIANS

Leave it to me. I am a highly

skilled make-up artist after all.

James and Rupert have confuse looks on their faces.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F LABORATORY LATER

SCI-FI TECHNO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later at the G.M.F

laboratory Harvey is with Master Mountie, Jolyne, Professor

Nick and Professor Edward, where the G.M.F Mountie is

strapped to a chair while wearing a stray jacket.

HARVEY STONE

What happened to him?

PROFESSOR NICK

He got infected by the strange

energy.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

We are calling this strange

infection Mountie Madness, and it’s

mostly infecting mounties from

Mountie organizations just like

ours.

HARVEY STONE

So why do you have him strapped in

a chair?

JOLYNE AQUATICK

(smiles)

So he won’t run away silly.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

We have a theory that taking down

the one who is doing all of this

could reverse the effects.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

You can count on me.

MASTER MOUNTIE

We have a G.M.F vehicle waiting for

you.

Harvey walks out of the laboratory with a smile on his face.

CUT TO

EXT. G.M.F HQ FRONT ENTRANCE

Outside of the front entrance, Olivia is hiding behind the

bushes waiting for Harvey. Harvey runs out of the HQ and

runs towards the G.M.F vehicle .

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

(smiles)

There he is, time to hitch a ride

with him.

Olivia runs up to the trunk of the G.M.F vehicle and leaps

into it. She CLOSES the trunk as the G.M.F vehicle DRIVES

OFF.

CUT TO

INT. EDMONTON NORTH HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM CHESS TOURNAMENT

Meanwhile at Edmonton North, the chess players are getting

ready for the tournament, while Rupert is waiting for Darcy

and James.

Then Darcy comes up to Rupert with a smile on her face.

RUPERT SKYLAR

Took you long enough where’s Jim?

DARCY DILLIANS

(smiles)

Rupert, allow me to introduce your

"double".

James walks into the gym looking like Rupert, with piillows

stuffed into his sleeves, wearing a blonde wig and starting

to SWEAT.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Hey Rupert.

James wipes the SWEAT off of his forehead.

(CONTINUED)
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RUPERT SKYLAR

(angry)

Is that it? Is that the best you

can do? What is everyone going to

think about your, your imagine of

me?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I’ve been through worst.

RUPERT’S MOM (O.S)

Rupert come on, you’ll be late for

your game!!!

RUPERT SKYLAR

I got to go, don’t you

disappointment.

Rupert runs out of the gym to get to his football game.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(speakers)

Players please go to your tables,

the tournament starts now.

DARCY DILLIANS

Good luck Jim. I mean Rupert.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Thanks Darcy.

James walks to the chess table and sits down.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF THUNDER BAY DAYTIME SUNNY LATER

THRILLING MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

G.M.F vehicle drives down the streets of Thunder Bay.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F VEHICLE MOVING

Harvey is in the front of the moving vehicle. Olivia pocks

her head out of behind the backseat to look at Harvey.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Wow I can’t believe I am fallowing

my darling Harvey to Thunder Bay. I

don’t know why he is doing here

but...

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly the G.M.F vehicles SKIDS to a stop, causing Olivia

to fall over behind the backseats and roll over onto them.

Harvey sees Olivia in the rear view mirror and is in

surprise.

HARVEY STONE

Olivia?

Olivia smiles with embarrassment.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF THUNDER BAY DAYTIME SUNNY

The G.M.F vehicle stops in front of the M.O.O HQ. Harvey and

Olivia exit out of the vehicle, and it drives off.

HARVEY STONE

Why did you tag along with me?

OLIVIA MARTIN

It’s an assignment thing.

HARVEY STONE

What’s your assignment for anyway?

OLIVIA MARTIN

Um...Umm..

OLIVIA’S P.O.V

Olivia looks at the M.O.O sign.

RETURN TO SCENE

OLIVIA MARTIN

Studying the Mounties of Ontario

Headquarters.

HARVEY STONE

You mean M.O.O, I am here for an

assignment too, by finding out who

is making these Mounties act so

freaky.

OLIVIA MARTIN

They are acting freaky?

HARVEY STONE

Yes they are, and it’s my

assignment to find out who is

behind all of this.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly a BIG EXPLOSION comes out from the M.O.O HQ FIRE

comes out from the destroyed building and Mounties with

RAGING RED ENERGY around their bodies, come out from the

flames. ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Harvey goes into his fighting stances and protects Olivia.

The mounties charge right at them. Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY

out of his hands at the Mounties, hitting them and causing

them to collapse to the ground.

Harvey smiles with relief thinking if it’s over. The

mounties with raging red energy leap off of the ground and

charge at Harvey and Olivia again.

Harvey STOMPS on the ground causing ICE to cover the ground.

HARVEY STONE

Slip and Slide!!!

The mounties SLIP and slide on the ice and then get

ELECTROCUTED by the ice. Harvey throws kicks and punches at

the raging mad mounties, hitting them and making them fly

away from him and Olivia.

Suddenly more raging red mounties come charging towards

Harvey and Olivia. Harvey PROJECTS an ELECTRIC FORCE FIELD

out of his hands around him and Olivia. The raging red

mounties hit the force field and get ELECTROCUTED.

Harvey turns off the force field making it DISAPPEAR. He

then throws ELECTRIC punches and kicks at the raging red

mounties, knocking them down to the ground.

HARVEY STONE

(to Olivia)

Olivia hide somewhere, I will

finish them off.

Suddenly a SHADOWY FIGURE comes out from behind the bushes

and FIRES a RED LASER at Harvey, hitting him and causing him

to SCREAM in pain and kneels to the ground.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(to Harvey)

Harvey, are you OK?

Harvey SCREAMS in rage as he TRANSFORMS into a RED RAGING

MOUNTIE.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(worried)

This isn’t good.

(CONTINUED)
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FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE IN

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey is angry

from the effects of being hit by the laser. Olivia looks

scared and worried.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(worried)

Harvey....Are you alright?

Harvey FIRES RED LIGHTNING BOLTS out of his hands at Olivia.

Olivia ducks the attack and runs behind the M.O.O HQ sign.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

Maybe not. I hope this doesn’t

effect my love for him.

OLIVIA’S P.O.V

Behind the M.O.O HQ is a shadowy figure hiding behind it.

RETURN TO SCENE

Olivia has a thinking look on her face. Suddenly a RED

LIGHTNING BOLT hits the M.O.O sign, making it EXPLODE.

Olivia runs for her life away from Harvey.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

This is bad...REAL BAD!!! I need to

do something to snap Harvey out of

this wackiness.

Suddenly more red raging mounties come charging at Olivia.

Olivia looks scared, and Harvey leaps over her and stands in

front of her.

HARVEY STONE

(angry)

It’s my duty to protect my friends

and to complete my mission, and

that’s what I’m going to do.

Harvey throws a punch down onto the ground, causing RED

ENERGY to appear on the ground. RED ICE BREAKS out of the

ground and FREEZES the red raging mounties inside of the red

ice.

(CONTINUED)
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The Red ICE GLOWS RED and starts to SHAKE. Harvey grabs

Olivia’s hand and they both make a run for it. The red ice

EXPLODES and launches the red raging mounties into the air,

and fall onto the ground.

The red raging energy on the mounties DISAPPEAR, and the

mounties wake up feeling confused.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(smiles)

You did it Harvey, you...

Suddenly a RED ICE SWORD APPEARS onto Harvey’s arm. He

swings it right at Olivia, but she dodges the swing and

hides behind a street lamp.

OLIVIA MARTIN

You’re going out of control here!!!

Harvey swings his red ice sword at Olivia, cutting the

street lamp she is hiding behind.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Harvey please stop this. Please

don’t do this in front of your mom,

sister, friends or dad?

Harvey shakes his head to snap out of his raging form. The

Red Raging energy on him DISAPPEARS. Harvey is confuse and

turns his attention to Olivia.

HARVEY STONE

Olivia what just happened eh?

OLIVIA MARTIN

You just got hit by a red laser and

you turned into a psychotic wacko

and nearly destroy me eh.

HARVEY STONE

Did you see who did this to me?

OLIVIA MARTIN

Yes I did, he was behind the HQ but

he left already.

HARVEY STONE

Don’t worry I can track him and

locate him down.

OLIVIA MARTIN

How are you going to do that eh?

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

I have the power to track people

down by using their electricity

from their nerve system. Now come

on.

Harvey goes to search for the shadowy figure. He stops and

turns his attention to Olivia.

HARVEY STONE

I tracked him down to the outskirts

of town, now do you want to see me

his action?

Olivia BLUSHES.

CUT TO

INT. EDMONTON NORTH HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM CHESS TOURNAMENT

Meanwhile back at the chess tournament James is in his

disguise, sitting in the middle of the gym playing chess

with another PLAYER.

James moves his pawn chess piece in front of the other

player’s knight chess piece and moves it off of the chess

board.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Checkmate I mean

(high pitch voice)

Checkmate.

The other player stands up from his seat and walks away in

defeat.

The TOURNAMENT WORKER moves Rupert’s name on the board to

the semi finals.

ANNOUNCER (V.O)

(speakers)

Alright we have come to the semi

final round, we will begin in 5

minutes.

James gets up from his seat and walks over to Darcy with

SWEAT coming down from his forehead.

DARCY DILLIANS

(smiles)

You’re doing great eh.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(sweating and tired)

I know, but I’m starting to sweat.

James grabs the water bottle out from Darcy’s hand and

drinks it. James EXHALES his breath, feeling tired.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I don’t know if I can get through

the final round in this.

DARCY DILLIANS

Jim...Do you want to get beat up by

another nerd...who is also a

jock...who is a nock?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

No.

DARCY DILLIANS

Well then go out there and win this

thing eh.

James SLAPS his face and SPLASHES the water bottle on his

face.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

I’ll do it.

CUT TO

EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF THUNDER BAY SUNSET

Meanwhile in the outskirts of Thunder Bay, a G.M.F Jeep

DRIVES down the road to a stop sign.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F VEHICLE

Harvey and Olivia are in the back of the G.M.F jeep. Olivia

moves a little bit over to Harvey. Harvey looks at her in

awkwardness.

HARVEY STONE

(awkward)

So...You saw me in action...What do

you think of it?

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA MARTIN

(awkward)

It’s...Great...Really great. So how

did you get those powers of yours?

HARVEY STONE

When I was 5 years old my dad left

a briefcase on the kitchen counter.

I want to know what it is inside,

and so I opened it and it was an

energy drink can. After that I

drink the energy drink and soon my

dad got upset and poof I got

electricity and ice powers.

OLIVIA MARTIN

(awkward)

Wow...That’s cool.

HARVEY STONE

Anyway we are coming up towards our

destination.

CUT TO

EXT. W.O.F.M HQ ABANDON FOREST

MYSTERIOUS THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

G.M.F Jeep stops in the middle of the forest, in front of

the W.O.F.M HQ.

Harvey and Olivia step out of the jeep. Harvey has a

suspicious looks on his face, while Olivia looks worried.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Do you know this place?

HARVEY STONE

(suspicious)

My boss told me about this place.

It was a headquarters for another

Mountie run organization called the

W.O.F.M world organization for

Mounties. It was shut down many

years ago.

OLIVIA MARTIN

So why is the guy here?

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know. Let’s ask him and his

friends.

(CONTINUED)
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OLIVIA MARTIN

Huh?

ELECTRICITY comes out from under Harvey’s feet and SPREADS

out through the forest. The electricity SHOCKS the red

raging mounties from behind the trees and bushes, causing

them to fall out from them, and into the clearing.

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of the

Red Raging Mounties surround and walk up slowly towards

Harvey and Olivia. Olivia looks scared and hides behind

Harvey.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Who is doing this?

HARVEY STONE

Let’s find out.

Harvey FIRES a LIGHTNING BOLT down from the sky towards the

W.O.F.M HQ, hitting through the ceiling, and causing the

shadowy figure to get LAUNCHED out of the HQ and fall onto

the ground.

The shadowy figure comes into the light to revel he is

HOWARD LESS in his 50’s, Caucasian, smart, mean, cruel,

crazy, has white hair and green eyes stands up from the

ground.

HOWARD LESS

Ouch, that hurt.

HARVEY STONE

Who are you, and why are you doing

this?

HOWARD LESS

My name is Howard Less, and I was

once part of the W.O.F.M.

OLIVIA MARTIN

If you were part of the W.O.F.M,

why are you turning the G.M.F

mounties into raging red

psychopaths eh?

HOWARD LESS

The World Organization for Mounties

was once a popular military

organization, but then the Global

Mountie Force steps in and gets us

out of business.

(CONTINUED)
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Howard stands up from the ground and BRUSHES the dirt off of

his shirt.

HOWARD LESS

So as the last remaining Mountie

from the W.O.F.M I declare war on

the G.M.F, by using the power I got

from an energy drink to transform

the G.M.F Mounties into

psychopaths. And so I used that to

that on the Mounties to destroy the

G.M.F and other Mountie

Organizations.

HARVEY STONE

You’ll never get away with this.

HOWARD LESS

(evilly smiles)

We’ll see about that. Get rid of

them.

Suddenly RED ELECTRICITY surrounds Harvey’s body and he

kneels down from the shock. Olivia looks worried and Harvey

stands up from the ground and looks at Olivia with anger.

CUT TO

INT. EDMONTON NORTH HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM CHESS TOURNAMENT

Meanwhile back at the chess tournament, the finals are on

and James feels SWEATY from his disguise while playing with

the other player.

Suddenly Rupert comes into the gym and runs up to Darcy.

DARCY DILLIANS

(to Rupert)

Rupert? Why are you doing here

early?

RUPERT SKYLAR

The Football game ended early, due

to the other team’s coach not

feeling well. But I’m here for the

tournament.

James looks and sees that Rupert is in the gym.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Oh thank goodness, Rupert’s back. I

can finally take this off.

(CONTINUED)
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James takes his wig off of his head, and everyone GASP in

shock. James looks at his wig in embarrassment.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Umm...I can explain.

CHESS TOURNAMENT WORKER

(into the microphone)

No need, looks like Mr. Skyler had

a substitute player to take his

place.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What?

RUPERT SKYLAR

What? So that means I should’ve had

Jim take my place in the tournament

without disguising as me after all?

CHESS TOURNAMENT WORKER

(into the microphone)

Yes.

RUPERT SKYLAR

(smiles)

Well that’s a relief. Now I can

finish the tournament without

delay.

CHESS TOURNAMENT WORKER

(into the microphone)

Sorry but the player who is

currently playing has to finish the

game.

James moves his knight chess piece at the opponent’s king

chess piece and knocks it over.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(panting)

Check...Mate.

James then collapse to the floor.

CUT TO
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EXT. W.O.F.M HQ ABANDON FOREST

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Olivia

looks worried and scared as Harvey walks slowly up towards

her.

Harvey raises his hand in the air and ELECTRICITY comes out

from it and he points his hand at Olivia. He FIRES a

LIGHTNING BOLT out of his hand at Olivia, but she dodges the

attack and stands up from the ground.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Harvey please. Don’t do this. You

have friends, family, remember who

you are...a Mountie.

Harvey struggles to regain control of himself and then snaps

out of his rage. He smiles at Olivia while in his Mountie

Madness form.

HARVEY STONE

Thanks Olivia.

OLIVIA MARTIN

But you’re still in your red form.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Don’t worry, some guy touches me

and turned me into an electric eel

and that form sticks with me

permanently, and the same for

this.

Harvey FIRES a RED ICE BEAM out from his hands at the raging

red Mounties, FREEZING them in RED ICE. Harvey then FIRES

WAVES of ELECTRICITY out of his hands at the other raging

red Mounties, hitting them and making them FLY through the

air and fall to the ground.

HARVEY STONE

Time to transform into my electric

eel form.

Harvey TRANSFORMS into his ELECTRIC EEL MODE and HISSES.

Harvey ZOOMS around Howard and throws claw strikes at him,

and then swings his tail down onto his feet and knocks

Howard down to the ground.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Wow that’s cool and creepy.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey then TRANSFORMS back into his MOUNTIE MADNESS MODE

and throws a punch at Howard. Howard blocks the attack and

causing him to SKID on the ground and CRASHES into the

abandon W.O.F.M HQ, and causing it to CRACK up and CRUMBLE

into pieces, causing a GIANT DUST CLOUD to come out from the

rubble.

HOWARD LESS

You can’t control that power that I

gave you. Only I can control it.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Not anymore punk.

Harvey throws a kick at Howard, hitting him and LAUNCHES him

into the air. Harvey then leaps into the air, and LIGHTNING

BOLTS APPEARS around his fist, and throws a punch at Howard.

Howard blocks the attack and then FIRES RED LASER BEAMS out

of his eyes at Harvey. Harvey makes an ICE SHIELD out from

his face and REFLECTS the red laser beams away from him.

Harvey and Howard fall from the sky, and Harvey uses his ice

powers to make a GIANT ICE HAND to APPEAR out from the

ground and catches Howard.

HOWARD LESS

(mad)

I can’t. I can’t move.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Time to end this.

Harvey FIRES a LIGHTNING BOLT out from his hands down at

Howard shocking him and causing the giant ice hand to

SHATTER into pieces, and Howard falls onto the ground.

HOWARD LESS

OK kid...You win.

OLIVIA MARTIN

He’s no kid...He’s a Mountie.

Harvey smiles at Olivia and she blushes with embarrassment.

CUT TO



21.

INT. G.M.F LABORATORY

Back at the G.M.F laboratory the Mountie in the chair

returns to normal with a confuse look on his face.

The Professors and Master Mountie are relief and glad that

the Mountie is back to normal.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

(smiles)

Looks like Harvey completed the

mission.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(smiles)

I will get a couple of mounties to

Harvey’s location to arrest the man

who did this to the others.

FADE TO

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL STATUE DAYTIME THE NEXT

DAY

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Next day back at

school, Harvey and friends are doing their homework while

sitting at the statue.

DARCY DILLIANS

(reading her notes)

How much mucus does the human body

produces?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

1.5 liters of mucus per day.

HARVEY STONE

Thanks Jim. And by the way Olivia

is coming by right...now.

Olivia walks by Harvey and friends with books in her arms.

OLIVIA MARTIN

Hello Harvey and friends.

HARVEY STONE

Hey Olivia. So who did the report

go?

OLIVIA MARTIN

Let’s just say I got all of the

information I need.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 22.

Olivia walks away from Harvey and friends. Olivia smiles and

blushes while walking away from Harvey and friends.

OLIVIA MARTIN (V.O)

All of the information I need to

see Harvey in action with his cool

powers.

DARCY DILLIANS

How do you know she had a report to

do?

HARVEY STONE

She fallowed me on my mission.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

She did?

HARVEY STONE

Yeap Eh. She saw me in action, the

whole thing. SO how was the chess

tournament?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I won the tournament, but Rupert

gets the trophy.

Rupert and Timmy walk down the hall passing by Harvey and

friends with the trophy in his hands.

RUPERT SKYLAR

That’s right Tim, Jim did all of

the work, and I won this trophy.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

But it has Jim’s name on it.

RUPERT SKYLAR

(smiles)

I don’t care, it’s my trophy.

DARCY DILLIANS

Could we tell him that the trophy

belongs to Jim?

HARVEY STONE

No. Let’s just focus on our

homework.

Harvey and friends continue to do their homework.

FADE TO BLACK


